Role of Gag mutations in PI resistance in the Swiss HIV cohort study: bystanders or contributors?
HIV Gag mutations have been reported to confer PI drug resistance. However, clinical implications are still controversial and most current genotyping algorithms consider solely the protease gene for assessing PI resistance. Our goal was to describe for HIV infections in Switzerland the potential role of the C-terminus of Gag (NC-p6) in PI resistance. We aimed to characterize resistance-relevant mutational patterns in Gag and protease and their possible interactions. Resistance information on plasma samples from 2004-12 was collected for patients treated by two diagnostic centres of the Swiss HIV Cohort Study. Sequence information on protease and the C-terminal Gag region was paired with the corresponding patient treatment history. The prevalence of Gag and protease mutations was analysed for PI treatment-experienced patients versus PI treatment-naive patients. In addition, we modelled multiple paths of an assumed ordered accumulation of genetic changes using random tree mixture models. More than half of all PI treatment-experienced patients in our sample set carried HIV variants with at least one of the known Gag mutations, and 17.9% (66/369) carried at least one Gag mutation for which a phenotypic proof of PI resistance by in vitro mutagenesis has been reported. We were able to identify several novel Gag mutations that are associated with PI exposure and therapy failure. Our analysis confirmed the association of Gag mutations, well known and new, with PI exposure. This could have clinical implications, since the level of potential PI drug resistance might be underestimated.